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Greetings Parents & Scholars: 

Five weeks into this school year and I believe that 

our scholars are having fun learning overall. It is 

my mission to return the love of reading & math to 

each and every one of them. In all honesty, every 

day will not be easy, as the work and work load 

will increase. 

This week we are changing standards in both 

reading & math, but the writing will remain 

focused on development of the plan through the 

body paragraphs. Each scholar should be able to 

plan and develop a sufficient intro at this point.  

We are also scheduling parent conferences 

beginning this week and look forward to meeting 

with each of you.  

Again, thank you for entrusting us to help make 

a difference in the lives your children!                                                                      

  

 Mr. Moore & Mr. Bacon 

 

 

Upcoming Events 

September 9 

Ready Gen Reading Baseline 

September 11 

Moore’s Baseline Writing 

 

 

 

Important 

Announcements 

 

 Parent Conferences Are 

Available Upon Request 

 Every Wednesday & 

Friday scholars will have 

lunch bunch with Mr. 

Bacon & Mr. Moore 

based upon points 

earned during the week 

through Class Dojo. 

 Mr. Moore would still like 

for everyone to send in 

treats for classroom 

incentives. 
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LAFS.5RL.1.1 Quote accurately 

from a text when explaining 

what the text says explicitly and 

when drawing inferences from 

the text  

LAFS5.RL1.2 Determine a 

theme of a story or poem from 

the details in the text, including 

how characters in a story or 

drama respond to challenges 

or how the speaker in a poem 

reflects upon a topic. 

Rattler’s 

Math & Science 

(5.NBT.3) Use place value 

understanding to round 

decimals to any place. 

Objective: Round a given 

decimal to any place using 

place value understanding and 

the vertical number line  

 

 

 

 

Welcome back everyone! Looking forward to getting into 

full gear after the storm. Parent’s homework will be given out 

on Mondays & Wednesdays in Reading/Writing. Those are 

set days, but there may be an occasional assignment given 

on different days that may include the weekend due to 

developing them in writing. Please note that the 

expectation of reading for 30 to 45 minutes nightly is not 

considered a part of this homework note. It is separate. 

 

 This week we will need to maximize on all time provided for 

completing ZEARN lessons! We will discuss completion rewards 

and incentives this week, also parents please make sure that 

scholars are finishing homework weekly and attaching their 

work to their homework sheet. 

 

 


